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“There are two ways to conquer and enslave a nation. One is by the sword, the other is by debt.” John Adams
“When the righteous are in authority, the people rejoice: but when the wicked rule, the people mourn.” Pr 29:2

Is God Welcome in America?
Since 2008, God wasn’t mentioned in the Democrat party platform. But at their convention, it became apparent
that their MODERATE MASK had been stripped away. So what did the Democrats do? What they do best -- they
rigged a vote! LA Mayor Villaraigosa called for a two-thirds voice vote to amend the platform to include God.
But God didn't have the votes. So he called for a second vote and a third vote. God still didn't have the votes, so
the he overruled the delegates, many of whom booed and hissed. They were booing a simple reference to our
"God-given talents." And, the same convention that booed God, previously cheered for Bill Clinton, abortion and
“homo marriage”! Why would God want to be in a party committed to the destruction of His innocent unborn
children? Don't miss the point: At least half don't want to acknowledge God in their party's platform. They don't
want God! They do want abortion and same-sex "marriage."
Obama’s classmate at Columbia speaks out!
Nov 6 – Socialist Schools parts 1 & 2 #1278 1279 Wayne Root

Wayne Root, Obama’s classmate at Columbia, says:
“If Obama a.k.a. Barry Soetoro is re-elected in 2012, the US is finished. The following is in simple language
that everyone can understand. Barack Hussein Obama is no fool, nor incompetent. On the contrary, he is
brilliant. He knows exactly what he's doing. He’s purposely overwhelming the economy to create systemic
failure to destroy capitalism and our country from within. Look at his czars... Anti-business… antiAmerican. Add up the clues. Taken individually, they're alarming. Taken as a whole, it’s a brilliant plan to
turn the United States into a Socialist/Marxist state with a permanent majority that desperately needs
government for survival... That can be counted on to always vote for even bigger government. Why not?
They have no responsibility to pay for it.”

“The Health Care bill has very little to do with healthcare, but government control. Obama doesn't care that
giving free healthcare to 30 million Americans will add trillions to the national debt. What he does care about
is that it cements the dependence of those 30 million voters to Democrats and big government.
Who but a socialist revolutionary would pass this reckless spending bill in the middle of a depression?”

“Just giving 12 million illegals free healthcare alone could overwhelm the system and bankrupt America. But
it adds 12 million reliable new Democrat voters who can be counted on to support big government. When the
country goes broke, and future generations face a bleak future, Obama, the Democrat Party, and the unions
take over. So the ends justify the means. Communist professors at Columbia, where Obama and I graduated
in 1983, taught students to; divide people according to class, curse capitalism, demonize “greedy” business
owners and redistribute their wealth to the entitlement-addicted Democratic base, thus forcing America to its
knees to beg the government to take control over every aspect of American life.”
This is a silent communist revolution and most Americans don’t recognize it. Communism? Here? No way. But
look at what’s happening! The net worth of Americans has plunged 40% in the past 3 years. Real unemployment
(which includes those who have quit looking and those who are under-employed) is between 15% - 20%, the
same range of the worst years of the Great Depression. As Wayne Root says, “It’s the perfect Marxists scheme
– destroy capitalism and make themselves Marxist rulers, all devised by my college classmate Barack Obama
using our communist professors plan. What will your life be like under communist rule?”
Will Obama lose Nov 6th?
No one who voted for McCain four years ago will switch to Obama. But millions who voted for Obama four
years ago are angry, disillusioned or scared about their future. Voters know much more about Obama now.
Obama’s endorsement of “same sex marriage” has alienated many black Christians. He may get 88% instead of
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96% of their votes. Many Jewish voters are angry and disappointed. Obama’s Jewish support will drop from 78%
to 60%. Obama’s biggest and most enthusiastic believers four years ago have gradated into a job market from
hell. Young voters are disillusioned, frightened and broke – a bad combination. Turnout will be much lower
among young voters. Obama won a majority of Catholics in 2008. Obama went to war with Catholics by forcing
Catholic institutions to pay for abortion. Obama’s war on capitalism will cost him at least 40% of the small
business owner’s vote. No one will say on Election Day, “I didn’t vote for Obama four years ago but he’s done
such a fantastic job I can’t wait to vote for him today.” Wayne Root
If any other President had joined a foreign nation, Mexico, and sued a state, Arizona, to force it to allow illegal
immigration, would you question his patriotism and wonder who’s side he was on? If any other President had
bowed to the King of Saudi Arabia would you wonder if he was a closet Muslim?
Only 1/3 of American adults can name all 3 branches of the federal government.
Fewer than a 1/3 of 8th graders know the purpose of the Declaration of Independence.
“A nation that is ignorant and free is a nation that never was and never will be.” Thomas Jefferson
The Next 4 Years pt 1 #1278
There’s a feeling of hope, not the empty words of socialism, but a return to innovation and success in capitalism.
VP candidate, Paul Ryan’s spell binding speech gives real hope to college grads who can’t get a job, who still live
in their parent’s home, in their same ol’ bed staring up at faded Obama posters wondering what went wrong. The
word “hope” has been so damaged by the lies of socialists with utopian dreams, it’s refreshing to hear real hope
can really bring freedom and prosperity, the kind a Romney Presidency can bring to this nation. Some pastors
are waking up and realizing that neutrality in politics is not a winning strategy. Rick Scarborough, President of
Vision America, became politically involved when his daughter’s school had a pornographic AIDS assembly. He
got his congregation informed and active, and they replaced the school board and city council. He is living proof
we can, with the Lord’s help, change the direction of this country! We can solve the massive problems from the
politics of envy and socialism to achievement and success. Investing can pay off. We can make back what that
we’ve lost. Pastor Scarborough is leading a crusade called “40 days of prayer and fasting to save an America
teetering on the brink of destruction.” This is something YOU CAN DO! We are talking about real revival, not
something contrived by men, but given by a merciful God who wants us to once again be a beacon of light to the
world. In times of national crisis Christians turned to God;
• Washington prayed at Valley Forge. Lincoln prayed during the bloodiest days of the Civil war.
• Roosevelt prayed after the attack at Pearl Harbor.
• Reagan prayed when we faced a nuclear showdown with the USSR.
• And you and I are being called by God to pray and ask God to forgive us and give us the victory in this
titanic struggle against all the powers of evil.
40 days of prayer and fasting.
(Sept 28 through Nov 6th)

Why 40 days? It’s the Biblical number of judgment. It’s how many days Jonah gave Nineveh! “Forty days, then
comes destruction,” he cried out in the streets of Nineveh. Jesus was led into the desert to fast and pray and take
on Satan for 40 days. You don’t have to fast for 40 days. You can pray and fast just a few days or just fast one
meal or two. But do something. We desperately need to cry out for God’s Almighty HELP! No candidate or
political party can save this nation. Only God can. Jesus calls us to be salt in this corrupt culture. We’re told to
stand for Biblical truth. If we aren’t politically involved, how are we salt? That’s disobedience. What are we good
for? Jesus said if the salt loses it saltiness it’s good for nothing except to be thrown out and trampled under foot
by our enemies. This is the most crucial election in our lifetime, yet many pastors are silent. What are they
protecting? If it’s THEIR church, and THEIR job, they need to protect it. But if it’s the Lord’s Church – give it
up. He can protect it. Be soldiers of the cross. Politics is not our primary purpose but it makes possible our
primary purpose of spreading the gospel over the airwaves and in the public square.
The Next 4 Years pt 2 #1279
Americans think they know what President Obama would do if he wins another 4 years, but in reality, they have
no idea how radical and extensive his agenda would be. This nation will be so transformed it won’t be
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recognizable! This is not a conspiracy theory but reality. We are just one election away from becoming a Marxist
state. It’s not our opinion but a fact based on hard evidence. Brenda Elliot, author of Fool Me Twice- Obama’s
Shocking Plans for the Next 4 Years Exposed, researched thousands of policy papers by the same Marxists that
crafted Obama’s first term, to discover the blueprint for his second term; to disarm and transform our military to
combat “global warming”, to silence talk radio through the Fairness Doctrine and, GET THIS! Mandate
businesses give employees 3 months paid leave in the Family Leave Insurance Act. What business could survive
if employees can take 3 months paid leave? But that’s the idea. It’s the workers revolution called communism.
Brenda Elliot uncovered the template for Obama’s next four years – the actual, extensive plans created by
Obama’s own top advisers. Obama’s second-term plans include the feds determining the “value” of each
individual job in the private sector and NOT allowing employers to pay what they want. The feds would enact a
“living wage” that would force all employers to increase the salaries of their workers to meet “basic needs” such
as housing, food, utilities, healthcare, transportation, etc. This is communism.
Ironically, this nation that has a history of liberating oppressed nations, is now faced with communist oppression.
20 years after the collapse of the Berlin Wall, America is implementing the same failed communist policies of our
former enemies. If you want to see what our economy will look like, take a look at Detroit, which has had
Democrat leadership since 1961. It’s so bankrupt, entire city blocks have been bulldozed and returned to nature.
•
•

If you don’t want to buy health insurance because it pays to kill unborn children, you will be fined or jailed.
If you need surgery, and you are over a certain age, the “death panel” of federal bureaucrats may determine
your life isn’t worth it to the state and turn you down and offer you the pill to end your life.
A Courageous Christian Leader pt 1 #1280
Bishop Calls on All Christians to Leave Democratic Party

Bishop E.W. Jackson is on a campaign to persuade Christians that the time has come for the complete exodus of
Christians from the Democrat Party. The former candidate for U.S. Senate in Virginia points to the Democrat
party's “cult-like devotion” to abortion; the rejection of the biblical model of family as Democrats make “samesex marriage” part of their official Party Platform. Democratic leadership is spitting in the face of every Biblebelieving Christian in America: “They are saying, 'We don't care what you believe, or what the Bible or God says.
We know better than God.'” Jackson's message to Christians is, “The Democrat Party has turned its back on
Christians. It is time to turn our backs on the Democrat Party.” Bishop Jackson, a former Marine and Harvard
Law graduate, says Obama’s executive order, The African-American Education Initiative, would stop disciplinary
action against black students in public schools but continue disciplining other races is RACIST! Bishop
Jackson, a descendant of slaves, says blacks need to embrace the unlimited opportunities this nation offers.
• “If not us, who? If not now, when?” – Ronald Reagan
• “All tyranny needs to gain a foothold is for people of good conscience to remain silent.” Thomas Jefferson
Barack Obama wants a society where the IRS seizes most of what you earn to spend on whatever Obama wants to
spend your money on. This election is the last chance to have Obamacare repealed. If the feds can take over
healthcare, there’s nothing they can’t take over including your property and your life itself. This is just the
beginning! It must be stopped! If Romney isn’t elected, the finest medical care in the world will be degraded into
socialized medicine with huge numbers of doctors quitting practice. Add to this the millions more coming into the
system and you have rationing with fewer doctors and long waits for crucial surgeries. It won’t be long before
America has gone past the point of no return. It will be impossible to undo all Obama’s damage. The next most
important issue is illegal immigration. If we lose that issue the entire country goes the way of California, where
no Republican will ever get elected. This is the future of the country! It’s no time to get cute and vote for a
candidate who hasn’t a chance of winning. That’s just throwing your vote away and helping Obama win.
A Courageous Christian Leader pt 2 #1281
Most Americans don’t understand how Marxists transform a nation from free to communist. Where do American
socialists come from? We are training them in our public schools and universities. We have a President who
has waged war on capitalism, the Constitution and Christianity. Bishop Jackson is calling Christians to unite and
take back the government we inherited so we will have something to give to the next generation. (Cuts of VP
Biden, “Republicans want to put you back in chains”; Obama saying, “If you have a business, you didn’t build it.
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Somebody else made that happen.”) The “somebody” he was referring to was the government. According to
Obama, our possessions and rights come from government not God. Bible teacher Chuck Misler says Islam is
our avowed enemy yet we have a Muslim directing the joint chiefs of staff of the world’s most powerful military.
Is this crazy or what? Obama wrote in Audacity of Hope: "I will stand with the Muslims should the political
winds shift in an ugly direction." Who but a Muslim could ever write that?
• “George Orwell’s stark image of the future is ‘a boot stamping on a human face’ which perfectly describes the American
government’s evolving relationship with its people. As a result we are living in a nation that is fast imploding, and losing
sight of what freedom is all about and gradually transitioning from a republic governed by the people to a police state.”
John Whitehead 8/24/12

• “When a President can ignore the plain language of passed laws and substitute his own executive order, we no longer
have a government of laws, but a President ruling by decree, like the dictator in some banana republic. The Constitution
cannot protect us unless we protect the Constitution.” Thomas Sowell
• “The collapse of a civilization isn’t just the replacement of rulers or institutions with new ones. It is the destruction of a
whole way of life and the painful and sometimes pathetic rebuilding amid the ruins. I believe that’s where America is
headed. The only saving grace is that we’re not there yet.” Thomas Sowell in the book Implosion!

Implosion pt 1 #1274
The greatest danger to our nation is not terrorism or a tyrannical government but apathy by God’s people. Joel
Rosenberg, best selling author of Implosion- Can America Recover From It’s Economic & Spiritual Challenges
in Time? first warned about the terrorist attacks of 9/11 eight months before they happened! Now he warns that,
“This nation is headed for a national collapse of catastrophic proportions.”
Many Americans are very concerned that God has removed His Almighty Hand of protection and blessing from
our apostate nation. Are we living in the last days that Jesus prophesied about? How is the Rapture different from
Christ’s second coming? What will happen to those who are left behind? What is this generation leaving the next
generation? Have we squandered their future? American Patriot Thomas Payne said, “If there must be trouble let
it be in my day so that my children may have peace.” Yet this generation has squandered the wealth of the
nation and put the following generations in financial bondage and debt slavery. With a 16 trillion dollar debt,
this nation is precariously balanced on an economic precipice. Think about this. $413 billion pays just the interest
on our nation’s debt each year. This interest payment is paying China’s entire military budget.
“In 2010, China spent about $78 billion on its military. If China continues buying American debt at the rate it
has, then within a few years the U.S. interest payment TO CHINA on our debt will cover the entire cost of
the Chinese armed forces.” Mark Steyn
Read that again! The interest on our debt will finance China’s entire military! We’re paying for our destruction.
China’s massive military buildup is a direct challenge to U.S. dominance. In fact, our nation will be spending
more to pay the interest on our colossal national debt than the entire world spends on their military budget.
While the economic dangers today are great, there’s an even more imminent danger facing our nation. It threatens
any hope of revival and restoration. It is spiritual blindness by the Church - that remains on the sidelines in this
spiritual/cultural war. While it may look bleak, it’s not hopeless. God has turned our nation around before.
Today America needs more than great revivalist preachers. They’re important but not sufficient. This nation
urgently needs a national U-turn, a complete turn around from sin, vulgarity, abortion, homosexuality and the
corrupt education of its children. God is under no obligation to bring revival to this disobedient, rebellious
people. The nations are as a drop in the bucket to God. Because God has blessed us in the past doesn’t mean He
will continue. It is time God’s people awoke from their deep slumber and blew the trumpet in America to warn
this nation! This is a time for prayer and fasting.
Implosion pt 2 #1275
What does the Bible say will happen to America in the last days? Joel Rosenberg, author of Implosion, says,
“Our nation has faced perilous times in the past, but what we face today is different. It’s God’s coming
judgment.” Pastor David Barnhart, author of Living in the Times of the Signs says, “Same sex marriage is one of
the final signs that severe judgment is coming very soon.” Our nation is guilty of the most grievous sins even
blasphemy against the Holy Spirit. God’s patience has limits. Whoever doesn’t stand with Israel stands against
God. Obama is putting our nation against Israel and therefore against God.
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God has determined that His believers will not suffer His wrath. Christ took that for us on the cross. During the
rapture the Lord descends from heaven and the believers will be caught up from the earth to meet Him in the air.
The rapture is a great comfort since it’s a supreme act of God’s grace to show us his great love for us as He
rescues us from the horrific trauma that’s coming on earth during the Great Tribulation. The rapture will come
suddenly, unexpectedly when unbelievers are saying, “Peace and safety.” That means the rapture won’t take
place during the Great Tribulation since there won’t be peace or safety but national disasters and Divine wrath.
Therefore the rapture must occur before the Great Tribulation. What will happen when all the believers suddenly
disappear? If it’s an airlines pilot who gets raptured, the plane could crash. Think of the enormous disruptions as
police, firemen, surgeons, people driving cars on the freeway, all suddenly disappear. The impact will be
catastrophic resulting in chaos as infrastructure computers crash and the power grid goes down. The economic
implications of the rapture are huge as possibly a billion people vanish at exactly the same moment. If this nation
has not already imploded, the rapture will trigger an implosion with no chance of ever recovering.
The Great Destroyer #1276
Elections have profound consequences to fundamentally transform this nation from a free Republic into a socialist
dictatorship. There are powerful spiritual forces and powerful leaders dedicated to doing just that. The emerging
autocracy of the President is the gravest threat to our liberty in our lifetimes. We are just one election away from
our Republic being transformed into a socialist state. David Limbaugh, an attorney for 30 years, and expert in
law and politics, is the author of The Great Destroyer- Barack Obama’s War on The Republic.
Limbaugh says Obama has put our nation’s future at grave risk by spending us into oblivion and systematically
violating the Constitution. Obama tried to pass himself off as just a “social moderate” downplaying his extreme
views on the role of government, killing children and homosexual marriage and open homosexuality in the
military. But his appointments have shown he is the most anti-family, pro-homosexual President in our history.
Obama has said he doesn’t need Congress to transform this nation. He has shown he will do it alone. He has
bypassed Congress, the Constitution and will of the people in Obamacare, in amnesty for illegals, (If amnesty
comes to twenty million criminal invaders called illegal's - and they vote - then we can say goodbye to the USA
in fewer than five years.) in his Czars and executive orders. Like a tyrant, Obama was irritated during the budget
debates in mid 2011 and he simply got up from a meeting a walked out. No compromise, nothing in the media.
Notice what he threatened to cut; social security checks, military benefits, and retiree benefits. Notice what would
NOT cut; payments to the Dept of Ed, which doesn’t teach anyone, welfare recipients, food stamp programs or
foreign aid, no cuts to illegals, or his or his wife’s travel expenses. This shows his priorities. Michelle Obama
spent $500,000 of our tax dollars on just one of her many vacations and that’s not newsworthy. But Ann Romney
spent $1000 of her own money for a blouse and made headlines around the country.

Maxine Speaks on Health Care
Let me get this straight. The health care plan covers at least ten million more people, without adding a
single new doctor, but provides for 16,000 new IRS agents, written by a committee whose chairman says he
doesn't understand it, passed by a Congress that didn't read it but exempted themselves from it, and signed by a
President who smokes, with funding administered by a treasury chief who didn't pay his taxes, run by a
government that has already bankrupted Social Security and Medicare, all to be overseen by a surgeon general
who is obese, and financed by a country that's broke!!!!! 'What could possibly go wrong?
So, if some one asks you the main difference between Obama supporters, and Romney supporters, instead of
stammering, and stuttering, and looking for an answer, just tell them that Romney supporters generally sign
checks on the front, while most Obama supporters sign on the back.

According to liberal logic:
• Heather Has Two Mommies should be required reading but the Bible should never be allowed in or even
mentioned at school.
• A network anchor, who makes $12 million a year, says with a straight face, that any business owner who
makes $1 million a year is greedy and selfish.
• Oil companies’ profits of 4% on a gallon of gas are obscene, but government taxing the same gallon at
15% isn’t.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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The religious right is forcing its morality by opposing abortion, but the anti-religious left, that wants
taxpayer-funded abortion, isn’t forcing anything on anybody.
Trees have souls but unborn babies are just blobs of tissue.
47% of taxpayers pay no income tax. But the 2% who pay 80% of the taxes should pay their fair share.
The weatherman, who can’t tell us if it’ll rain on Friday, can tell us that polar ice caps will melt away in
10 years if I don’t’ start driving a Prius.
Businesses should not be allowed to make profits but give their profits away through government
redistribution.
The millions of babies being aborted is not our concern as long as we keep all death row inmates alive.
People who are here illegally should be entitled to free heath care, education and Social Security benefits.
Liberal judges should be allowed to change the Constitution every few days to suit some fringe kooks who
would never get their agendas past the voters.
It’s better to pay billions for oil to people who hate us but not drill our own because it might upset some
endangered beetle or gopher.

One way to stop continued spending is that anytime there’s a deficit of more than 3% of GDP, all members of
Congress are in-eligible for re-election. Period.
Churchill said, “Socialism is a philosophy of failure, a creed of ignorance and the gospel of envy. Its inherent
virtue is the equal sharing of misery.” (So that’s why Obama had Churchill’s bust sent back to England!)
To re-elect Obama would be like the Titanic backing up and hitting the iceberg again. A 2nd term for Obama
would make the whole nation look worse than California, where Socialists and Marxists dominate; a state with
unemployment near 12%; where1/3 of all welfare recipients reside and illegals get welfare benefits, free medical,
schools and in-state tuition rates, even though they’re illegal. It’s a bankrupt state with more people on food
stamps than any other state. The schools have more administrators than teachers, lower test scores, costing
taxpayers twice what it cost 15 years ago. A state where a dependency class of voters has kept responsible,
conservative, Republicans from ever being elected.
America is spending $10 billion a day and borrowing $4 billion of that $10 billion. Who but a socialist
revolutionary would continue such reckless spending in the middle of a depression? But that’s the goal. The
goal is to bankrupt the system to turn it into a Marxist state.
The next President will choose 2 or 3 US Supreme Court Justices. Justice Scalia is 78 years old. Kennedy is 78,
Ginsberg is 81, Breyer is 76. Obama has shown the type of people he will choose since he’s already chosen two
of the most liberal/socialist justices. Given 2 or 3 more choices, he will shift the balance of power to a completely
radical-left, a virtual image of the ACLU, thus ending religious freedoms and free speech forever.
It will be beyond the point of no return.
Who Is The Real Obama? #1277
Please see the movie “2016” for the complete picture of who our President really is. It will be shown at Calvary Chapel CM.

We have a President whom most people know nothing about, yet he has made such fundamental changes that
affect every area of American life. Who is the real Obama and what motivates his decisions? Dinesh D’Souza,
President of the King’s College, says, “Obama’s past is determining our future. Obama’s impressionable years
were shaped by his communist Kenyan father and his ‘anti-colonial worldview.’” From 1920 to 1963, Britain
colonized Kenya and mistreated Obama’s grandfather and father. Kenyans developed an anti-colonial hatred
toward both Britain and America. This is why Obama apologizes for America around the world and seeks to end
our global dominance and American exceptionalism. It’s why he wants to decimate America’s military. He
wants to re-distribute our nation’s wealth to re-align America in the world.
Black leaders are re-considering their loyalty to the Democratic Party. Rev. William Owens says he didn’t march
in the civil rights movement for a man to marry a man. Ken Hutcherson says we need to vote biblical not racial.
Exposing the Jefferson Myths pt 1 & 2 #1270 & 1271
The Supreme Court has eliminated God and His Word because of the separation of church and state. College
students were prohibited from having a Bible study in their dorm. A 5 year old was forbidden from praying over
his lunch. 60 churches in NY City were told they could no longer rent school buildings to hold church services.
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Why? Didn’t they pay their rent? No! Simply stated, “separation of church and state.” But where did that phrase
“separation of church and state” come from? It’s not in any of our founding documents. The man who wrote
those words was Thomas Jefferson. What did he mean?
David Barton, author of The Jefferson Lies – Exposing the Myths You’ve Always Believed About Thomas
Jefferson, says our Founders have been slandered and lied about to discredit them to justify a secular society to
such a degree that a student can’t say a prayer or have a Bible at school. That pastors cannot discuss politics from
the pulpit. Schools cannot even play instrumental Christmas music.
For the past 50 years, the Supreme Court has been using a phrase from a personal letter, instead of the
Constitution they swore an oath to uphold, as the basis for their unconstitutional decisions. The phrase, from
Jefferson to the Danbury Baptists, has been twisted to mean exactly the opposite of its original meaning. The
phrase was written for the protection of religious liberty not to eliminate it. The American people have been
robbed of their religious freedom and deceived by a phrase not even in the Constitution.
Was Jefferson a secularist, a deist or a Christian? Did Jefferson own slaves and have a child with one of them?
Was he a racist? Did he cut out the miracles of Jesus to undercut belief or promote it as an abridgment to Indians?
Students are told our Founding Fathers owned slaves and were racists and bigots. The truth is Jefferson had a 40year history to end slavery yet history has been re-written to make Jefferson sound like he was pro-slavery. He
didn’t rape his slave girl but the media ignored the DNA evidence to promote their liberal agenda to turn this
generation away from our Christian patriot forefathers. Jefferson was a remarkable Christian patriot who, at the
age of 33, wrote the Declaration of Independence, at age 57 became our 3rd President, and obtained the Louisiana
Purchase. He is the embodiment of liberty and limited government. He promoted belief in God and unalienable
rights from God. He stands as a symbol of freedom against tyranny and wherever freedom is pursued.
Jefferson said, “God, who gave us life, GAVE US LIBERTY! Can the liberties of a nation be secure when we have
removed a conviction that these liberties are a gift from God? Indeed, I tremble for my country when I reflect that
God is just and His justice can not sleep forever.” Our schools have removed every trace of God that, as Jefferson
said, was the basis of our government! So how can our liberties be secure? Think about it. Without God, our
freedoms are in jeopardy and people elect Marxists/atheists who trample on our religious freedoms.
The Jefferson Bible is cited as evidence that Jefferson was not a Bible believing Christian. This is a lie. Jefferson
wanted to promote Christ to the Indians, so he wrote an abridgement to the gospels. Jefferson didn’t take out the
supernatural but wrote a compact consolidation of the gospels, with all Jesus words and miracles, to give to the
Indians. He knew the words of Jesus would change the Indians as it did humanity throughout the ages. When
Jefferson was President he started church services in government buildings and the US capital. But today our
government has become openly hostile to the gospel of Christ by twisting Jefferson’s words!
Redistribution is Not the Solution pt 1& 2 #1272 & 1273
What is the purpose of public education? Is it to train students to become capitalists or socialists? 72% of all
professors are liberals or Marxists. Young people voted 2:1 for Obama in 2008. (Cuts of typical high school
students who don’t know basic facts.) Redistribution is not the solution. (Cut of economics prof telling his
students that the American dream is getting government handouts.) Obamacare is not just socialized medicine,
it’s the advent of a socialist America. Socialism is not what created the greatest engine for economic growth the
world has ever seen. It was capitalism. Under this socialist President, American’s have experienced a 40% decline
in net worth. Wealth is created in the private sector. The public (government) sector can only distribute it.
Best selling author, Ed Klein, author of The Amateur – Barack Obama in the White House, did extensive research
on Obama and his stunning expose will shock you. Obama is in revolt against the values of the society he was
elected to lead. This election is not just politics as usual, but this election will determine if our nation goes from
Capitalist to Socialist, and it will affect every aspect of your life! (Cuts of Charles Krauthammer.) Best selling
author Ed Klein exposes what Obama is like behind the mask. He is arrogant and ignores the experts. Obama is
more concerned about fundamentally transforming America into a socialist state than your individual freedoms.
Chaplain Austin Miles discusses the ramifications of Obamacare and the hope of a coming great revival sent by
God, and he prays for our nation.
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But I’m just one vote. Just one vote? With millions of voters, how can my one vote be important? In every
election there are hundreds of elections that are won or lost by just one vote per precinct! In fact, some have
been decided by less than one vote per precinct! You may be that one vote that changes history.
In 1921, a single vote put Adolph Hitler in power. In 1948, Lyndon B. Johnson was elected to the US Senate
by 87 votes out of 988,295 votes. That’s 1/69th of a vote per precinct. In 1960, Kennedy defeated Nixon by
113,000 votes. That was about one half of a vote per precinct. Bush defeated Gore by 537 votes in Florida.
•
Obama won by only 10 million votes. Think about this: 30 MILLION CHRISTIANS DID NOT BOTHER
TO VOTE. Had 1/3 more Christians voted, Obama would not be president! That’s a huge SIN! Ro 7:19
“The gift of liberty is much too precious to squander. It is our God-ordained duty to fight for what is right and
good and has been obtained and preserved at a great price.” Matt Staver Liberty Counsel Newsletter 6/11/12
Obama is the first President to apply for college aid as a foreign student, then deny he was a foreigner. First
President to have a social security number from a state he has never lived in. (CT) First President to publicly bow
to America's enemies while refusing to salute the U.S. Flag! First President to terminate America's ability to put a
man in space. First President to have our credit rating as a nation downgraded because of his reckless spending.
First President to appoint a royal court of 44 Czars to by-pass Congress and replace elected officials. First
President to have 26 personal servants for his wife, including a chief-of-her-staff. The annual cost to
extravagantly treat this First Lady like a queen is approximately $1.75 million!
Simple Questions: How can the Obama 'birth certificate’ state he is "AFRICAN-American" when the term wasn't even used
at that time? The 1961 birth certificate shows that Obama’s father was born in 1936 in "Kenya.” Kenya did not even exist
until 1963. How could his father have been born in a country that did not exist until Kenya was formed in 1963? Obama’s
“birth certificate” says his father was 25 years old in 1961 when Obama was born. That would put his father’s date of birth at
1936. Obama said his father fought in WWII. WW II was between 1939 and 1945. Just how many 3 year olds fight in wars?
Even in the latest stages of WW II his father wouldn’t have been more than 9. Does that mean that Obama is a liar and a
fraud who is illegally occupying the Presidency? Wake up Americans, we are being conquered by a foreign enemy!

Obama's Second Term Transformation Plans
Obama's first term was making executive power preeminent, making Congress irrelevant no matter which
party rules Congress. The Democrats have succeeded in creating an imperial and, in a second term, a potential
dictatorial presidency. To this administration, Congress is merely a nuisance and can be ignored. Barack Obama
will not be constrained by the rule of law, nor Supreme Court rulings or the Constitution! Barack Obama will be
unchallenged. The nation is not dealing with a person of character and integrity but someone of single-minded
purpose to force his radical agenda on the American people through the power he has usurped.
The average age of the world's greatest civilizations from the beginning of history has been about 200 years.
During those 200 years, these nations always progressed through the following sequence: From bondage to
spiritual faith; from spiritual faith to great courage; from courage to liberty; from liberty to abundance; from
abundance to complacency; from complacency to apathy; from apathy to dependence; from dependence back
into bondage." Today we are headed for bondage. We may not stop the progression, but we can slow it down.
"Experience has shown, that even under the best forms of government those entrusted with power have, in time,
slowly, perverted it into tyranny." Thomas Jefferson, 3rd President of the United States
There couldn't be more at stake than on Nov 6, 2012. The danger is that the American people
will treat this crucial election as just another election when it could be the final chapter in this
nobel experiment called America. This is not hyperbole but a sober look at what happened to
other nations in history. This election is for keeps. November 6th is the final test for our future.
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